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Goal Setting 
Success Criteria: 

• I develop a goal that defines a response to the challenge of practice (relevance). 

• I consider a variety of data sources. 

• I ensure the goal spans a minimum of a full year. 

• I write a goal that focusses on big ideas (i.e. achievement, assessment, equity, well-being, mindset). 

• I consider the profiles of all students when writing the goal. 

• I write a goal that can be monitored in all classrooms throughout the cycles of inquiry. 

• I write a goal that is realistic and achievable. 

• I consider how pre and post classroom assessments over time will be used in measuring the success of our goal. 

• I rely on multiple source of evidence to measure the success of our goal (i.e. pre and post classroom assessments, report cards and EQAO). 

Overall Goal:     

Needs Assessment / Where Are We Now? 
 
Complete this section with data that is driving your decision-making to establish your goal above and If/Then statement below for the first Cycle of Inquiry.  
Success Criteria: 

• I am gathering multiple sources of data to determine where we are now. 

• I am analyzing demographic data. 

• I am analyzing contextual data. 

• I am analyzing EQAO trend data. 

• I am analyzing EQAO cohort data. 

• I am analyzing report card data. 

• I am analyzing student work (pre and post classroom assessments). 

• I am analyzing qualitative data (e.g. anecdotal comments and observations) from educators. 

• I am analyzing qualitative data (e.g. anecdotal comments and observations) from students. 

• I am analyzing other sources of data relevant to my school. 

• I reflect on all the analysis to determine the challenge of practice. 

 

1st CYCLE OF INQUIRY  
 

Theory of Action: Due October 12, 2018 

If we create engaging learning experiences through a focus on integrating global  competenciesand improve assessment and feedback practices through a focus on engaging in peer and self-
assessment then student engagement and achievement will improve as measured by monitoring our focus students. 

Success criteria for integrating global competencies: 
Student Focused 
I can see and hear students communicating with each other and adults   
I can see and hear students collaborating with peers and educators   
I can see and hear students thinking critically with peers and educators   
I can see and hear students problem solving individually and collaboratively  
Teacher Focused 
 I will create an environment where students are encouraged and supported with communication as 
individuals and in peers groups 
I will model and coach collaborative practice in my classroom 
 

Success Criteria for engaging in peer and self assessment. 
Student Focused 
I can see independent and peer self-assessment. 
I can see students referring and applying the success criteria. 

- students are referencing the success criteria during peer and self assessment 
- students are assessing written, oral, and body language cues 
- students are able to recognize the “yes” and “not yet”staff 

I can see students assessing themselves and other in a variety of ways. 
- check lists 
- happy face, medium face, sad face 
- student/teacher conferences (student led) 
- moderate based on exemplars 
- group discussions 

I can see students identifying next steps for themselves and their peers. 
- Base on success criteria 
- Conferencing with a peer 



- Identifying next steps for my peers based on success criteria 
- Checklist for success criteria to refer back to 

Teacher Focused 
I can conference with all my students in a practical and realistic format 

- I can track my conferencing appropriately 
- I can model how to apply success criteria to sample work 

 
 
 



Data:  Due October 12, 2018 



 
Student Independent Level Comprehension Decoding 

41 W Proficient 98% 

61 P Approaching Prof 99% 

62 Q Approaching Prof 98% 

 

Student Independant Level Comprehension Decoding 

31 P (Instructional) Limited 99% 

32 K (Instructional) Limited 99% 

42 Q  Satisfactory 99% 

 

Student Level Comprehension  

11 E Limited  

12 2/40 pre-primer words   

21 J Limited  

 

Student Level Comprehension  

01 Pre–few letters 1sound   

02 B   

03 Pre–22 – almost emerg   

 
QUALITATIVE ANECDOTES – DUE: October 12, 2018 
-we noticed that students do not actively engage with the success criteria 
-we need to create criteria that is more clear to our students and as much as possible, co-constructed 
 

 
PLAN – DUE: October 12, 2018 
-we have decided as a staff to start our work by looking at collaboration, communication and critical thinking/problem solving within global competencies (showing small town rural kids the bigger picture) and how they can drive, inform 
and use peer and self-assessment effectively to build their understanding 
-we have noticed that we as teachers need to do better at co-constructing and using success criteria for learning skills as well as curriculum 
-one of our goals is to drill down to a more focused area within global competencies as we move forward 
 

ACT – DUE: October 12, 2018 
-we will monitor student use of the success criteria for peer and self-assessment 
-we will co-construct success criteria for educator moves to support students in meeting the criteria 
-staff will come back to our learning team with observations in a “yes” and “not yet” format which will direct our next steps 
-focusing on identifying where students are at on the continua (reading, writing, numeracy)as opposed to a focusing on rubrics and marks 
-we will then determine, as educators, our next intentional moves based on the analysis of our “yes” and “not yet” data… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ASSESS – DUE: November 16, 2018 & February 8, 2019 
QUALITATIVE ANECDOTES – DUE: November 16, 2018 
-co-created success criteria for writing in grade 4/5/6 literacy is now accessed by students in both 4/5/6 science and in grade 4/5/6 french 
 

What we noticed: Grade 2 students are very comfortable with using number talk/string hand signals.  



All students at the carpet participated (some grade 2's were absent). 

Students were respectful of their peers and their efforts to participate and gave them uninterrupted think time when necessary. 

Grade 2 students are using a variety of mental math strategies to solve double digit by double digit addition problems. 

My next steps: I will continue to work on number strings 1-2X a week with my grade 2 students with a focus on double and near doubles 

between 10 and 20 (Sherry Parish book). Word problem Wednesday problems will be using double digit numbers when adding. Place value will 

also be a focus and decomposing numbers. I will also incorporate games to revisit the doubles strategy and consolidate their 

understanding. 

-students are showing an understanding of self-assessing and the idea of “yes” vs “not yet” instead of a focus on right and/or wrong 
which we feel is a vital step toward peer/self-assessment 

-evidenced by grade ½ math talk with Ms. Heyes where students are showing the ability to monitor their own uunderstanding 

 
 

REFLECT:  DUE FEBRUARY 8, 2019 
 
 



 



 
 
 

2nd CYCLE OF INQUIRY  

Theory of Action: Due October 12, 2018 

If we create engaging learning experiences through a focus on Choose a learning experience focusand improve assessment and feedback practices through a focus on Choose an assessment loop 
focus then student engagement and achievement will improve as measured by monitoring our focus students. 

Success criteria for engaging learning experiences: 
I can see and hear authentic learning experiences    
I can see and hear assessment and feedback practices   
I can see and hear student-centered learning   
I can see and hear students using resources with intention   
I can see and hear educators as responsive facilitators   
I can see and hear Collaboration   
I can see and hear purposeful planning   
I can see and hear discourse along with independent think time   
I can see and hear wellness    

 

Success Criteria for insert assessment and feedback practices focus here. 
Have expectations or Success Criteria been “Met” or “Not Yet”. 
Have this question answered for each specific criteria both by the teacher, and by the students.  This will 
also be a focus for student evaluation of their own, and others work.  Removing the focus from the “grade” 
which seems to end conversations about meeting success criteria. 

If we create engaging learning experiences through a focus on Choose a learning experience focusand improve assessment and feedback practices through a focus on Choose an assessment loop 
focus then student engagement and achievement will improve as measured by monitoring our focus students. 

DATA:   
 

‘Look Fors’ 

file:///C:/Users/uc17275/OneDrive%20-%20Upper%20Canada%20District%20School%20Board/_2015-2016/PA%20Days/September%2014%202018/Success%20Criteria%20for%20Enaging%20Learning%20Experiences.pdf


 



 
PLAN – DUE:  February 8, 2019 
 
Teachers have submitted their learning Skills evaluations which have been collated to establish trends amongst the classroom groups.  Staff will then plan, at our next LT meeting, which LS they will co-create success criteria for within their own 
classroom group.  We will then compare the LS data at the end of the school year. 
 
 
 

ACT – DUE: February 8, 2019 
 
We continue to focus on the language, wait time, and routines that continue to direct our focus toward the idea of expectations being “met” or “not yet”, as evidenced by the picture in the reflection of our first cycle where our JR students 
received the “Success Criteria – Met or Not Yet” check list from MBP.  Feedback from students and their parents was very positive. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

ASSESS – DUE April 12, May 31 

 

 
 

REFLECT ASSESS – DUE April 12, May 31 
 
 
 

  


